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New for 2020! SGS Performance Flexo Plate Offerings

**RENOWN** for its reliability, consistency and quality
- Excellent solution for corrugate, multi-wall bag, and other industries and can include process or screen work
- 55 to 85-line screen with traditional screens

**RADIANCE** for its enhanced offering and impressive collection of imaging and screens
- A fit for almost all markets and providing a wide range of plate materials and imaging
- 85 to 150-line screen with extensive screen sets

**REVOLUTION** for its GAME CHANGING differentiation in the industry
- The top level premium line produces results competitive with other print technologies
- 100 to 175-line screen but with high resolution imaging and several screening options and surface roughening
New for 2020! SGS Performance Flexo Plate Offerings
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REVOLUTION

REVOLUTIONXTS
Renown XTS- Smoother Solids for Kraft Printing

Renown XTS low durometer plate results in better ink laydown with the same ink volume and increased impression latitude providing less board crush and increased press speeds.

Highlights:
• Registers with other plate material types
• High quality fine print and text
• 3% Minimum Dot
• Durometers
  • .250” = 26
  • .155” = 29
  • .125” = 31

C FLUTE KRAFT 32ECT
Revolution XTS- High End Plates for High End Printing

RE V O L U T I O N XTS

100 to 175-line screen with proprietary workflows and screening in a vast array of plate materials

• Optimized with color management workflows to deliver a competitive edge
Revolution XTS- High End Plates for High End Printing

Pushing the bounds of corrugated direct print

- Compete with Litho-Lam and Pre-Print
- Requires press characterization and optimization

B Flute Clay Coated Substrate at 120 LPI
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